TELEPHONE MESSAGE FROM MR. KOHLER
TO MESSRS. NITZE AND GILPATRIC

March 9, 1962

The Secretary has authorized me to say that:

(1) The US Government should not discuss with the French provision of missiles, missile components or missile technology which would be helpful to the French in developing a nuclear delivery missile capability even if the missiles, missile components and missile technology were ostensibly being sought for non-nuclear purposes.

(2) The US Government should not discuss with the French Government the possibility of these two governments directing their representatives to meet bilaterally to begin working out the problems connected with a common Western nuclear force.

(3) The Secretary understands that this may endanger the success of the Lavaud visit and prevent consummation of an arrangement with the French which would give us balance of payments relief. He believes that the larger objectives of our alliance policy outweigh these considerations and that even the limited steps proposed above would place these larger objectives in jeopardy since they would be read by the French and other countries as a clear sign that we were changing course.

cc: Mr. Bundy
    Mr. Bell
    Mr. Gilpatric
    Mr. Nitze

[Signature]

[Redacted]